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JAZOON’13: Joe Justice is Keynote Speaker – Conference Program 

announced 

700 Users influence the Program via Community Voting 

 

Zurich, 27 August 2013 - For the first time, JAZOON has used community voting to 

design the program. Over 700 users gave feedback on the individual talks, casting 

over 12,000 votes. The community had great influence on the program for JAZOON’13, 

which can now be viewed at http://jazoon.com. One of the highlights is the keynote 

speech by Joe Justice, who, with wikispeed.org, reduced the development cycle for 

his car to seven days where he states that major car companies take as much as 10 to 

20 years. 

JAZOON’13 – International Conference for the Software Community – has announced the 

conference program on http://jazoon.com. Joe Justice from http://wikispeed.org has been 

won as the first keynote speaker. Justice has reduced the development cycle of his 100mpg 

car to seven days. Major car companies often have a 10 to 20 years development cycle. 

Using methods from agile software development, Justice has created a minor revolution in 

vehicle construction. 

 

How to become a millionaire with the right App At the «Come with an Idea – Go home 

with an App» workshop at JAZOON’13, you can try out the tools to achieve this. Four experts 

from Centralway show how they make their ideas market-ready and how you can become a 

millionaire in 24 hours - with the right idea. 

 

The Community has its say 

For the first time, JAZOON has used community voting. Some 700 users took part by voting 

on the papers submitted, casting over 12,000 votes for talks. The results of the voting are 

reflected in the program. JAZOON spokesperson Ulrich Schwar comments: «We want to 

strengthen the developer community and the voting confirms the great interest from users in 

helping to design the program. 700 users is far more than the number of tickets available for 

JAZOON’13.» 
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About JAZOON 

JAZOON is the international conference for software technology and methods in Zurich. It is aimed at 

software developers and architects, IT decision-makers and advisers from around the world. The 

conference will be held for the seventh time in Zurich on 22 and 23 October 2013. JAZOON promotes 

personal contact beyond technical, geographical and cultural borders. http://jazoon.com 

The following companies support JAZOON: Netcetera (Platinum Sponsor), AdNovum (Exhibitor 

Sponsor) and Oracle (Supporter Sponsor). 
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